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In the Year Two Thousand and Seven,

An Act to reduce carbon dioxide emissions through the regional

GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE AND MANDATORY EMISSIONS REPORTING.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 111 of the General Laws, as appearing in the 2004
2 Official Edition, is hereby amended by inserting after section 142N
3 the following section:—
4 Section 1420. Greenhouse Gas Emissions; Definitions; Regional
5 Greenhouse Gas Initiative; Mandatory Greenhouse Gas Emissions
6 Reporting
7 (a) As used in this section, the following words shall have the
8 following meanings unless the context clearly requires otherwise:
9 “Allowance” an authorization to emit a fixed amount of carbon

10 dioxide.
11 “Cap and trade program”, a policy approach to controlling large
12 amounts of emissions from a group of electric generating stations at
13 costs that are lower than if sources were regulated individually. The
14 approach first sets an overall cap, or maximum amount of emissions
15 per compliance period, that will achieve the desired environmental
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16 effects. Authorizations to emit in the form of emission allowances
17 are then allocated to electric generating stations, and the total
18 number of allowances cannot exceed the cap. Individual control
19 requirements are not specified for electric generating stations. The
20 only requirements are that sources completely and accurately mea-
-21 sure and report all emissions and then turn in the same number of
22 allowances as emissions at the end of the compliance period.
23 “Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative” or “RGGI”, the terms and
24 provisions described in the Memorandum of Understanding dated
25 December 20, 2005, as may be amended, that established a cap and
26 trade program within the northeast region of the United States.
27 “Regional Greenhouse Gas Registry” or “RGGR”, a registry
28 designed by the Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use Manag-
-29 ment in support of RGGI reporting, state-wide mandatory reporting,
30 and voluntary reporting.
31 “Facility”, a building, structure or installation located on any one
32 or more contiguous or adjacent properties of commercial or indus-
-33 trial sites that are sources of greenhouse gas emissions.
34 “Greenhouse gas”, any chemical or physical substance that is
35 emitted into the air and that the Commissioner of Environmental
36 Protection may reasonably anticipate will cause or contribute to cli-
-37 mate change, including, but not limited to, carbon dioxide, methane,
38 nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons and sulfur
39 hexafluoride.
40 “Indirect emissions”, emissions associated with the consumption
41 of purchased electricity, steam and heating or cooling by an entity or
42 facility.
43 “Major electricity generating station”, an electric generating
44 facility with a capacity equal to or greater than 25 megawatts.
45 (b) The department of environmental protection shall, in consulta-
-46 tion with department of telecommunications and energy, through
47 appropriate rules and regulations, establish a carbon dioxide cap and
48 trade program that will limit and then reduce the total carbon dioxide
49 emissions released by major electric generating stations that generate
50 electric power in Massachusetts by 10% as of January 1, 2018.
51 (1) The department of environmental protection’s rules and regu-
-52 lations establishing a carbon dioxide cap and trade program shall be
53 designed so as to fully comply with the Regional Greenhouse Gas
54 Initiative (RGGI) and permit the holders of carbon dioxide
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55 allowances to trade them in a regional market proposed to be estab-
-56 lished through the RGGI.
57 (2) The department of environmental protection shall facilitate an
58 allowance auction for the purpose of selling all allowances under the
59 carbon dioxide cap and trade program. Any monies received by the
60 Commonwealth as a result of the sale of allowances may be spent
61 for the purposes specified in this section, or purposes specified in the
62 RGGI, without further appropriation. All who wish to participate in
63 the allowance auction may do so. No less than twenty-five percent
64 of funds recovered from the allowance auction shall be used for
65 energy efficiency and renewable energy projects in municipalities.
66 The remaining percentage of funds recovered from the allowance
67 auction shall be used:
68 (i) for consumer benefit or strategic energy purposes, including
69 the use of the allowances to promote energy efficiency;
70 (ii) to directly mitigate electricity ratepayer impacts;
71 (iii) to promote renewable or non-greenhouse gas emitting energy
72 technologies;
73 (iv) to stimulate or reward investment in the development of inno-
-74 vative carbon dioxide emission abatement technologies with signifi-
-75 cant carbon dioxide reduction potential; and
76 (v) to provide job training opportunities in renewable energy gen-
-77 eration for individuals working in the fossil-fuel energy generation
78 industry.
79 (3) The responsibilities created by establishing a carbon dioxide
80 cap and trade program shall be in addition to all other responsibili-
-81 ties imposed by any other general or special law or rule or regulation
82 and shall not diminish or reduce any power or authority of the
83 department of environmental protection including the authority to
84 adopt standards and regulations necessary for the Commonwealth to
85 join and fully participate in any multi-state program, at any stage in
86 the development and implementation of such a program, intended to
87 control emissions of carbon dioxide and/or other substances that are
88 determined by the department of environmental protections to be
89 damaging and/or altering the climate.
90 (4) The department of environmental protection shall promulgate
91 regulations that comply with RGGI so long as the cap in RGGI
92 requires at minimum a 10% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions
93 from major electric generating stations by 2018. If RGGI is amended
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so as to lower the cap to any amount less than 10%, the department
of environmental protection shall maintain the requirement that
major electric generating stations reduce carbon dioxide emissions
by 10% by January 1,2018.
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(c) The department of environmental protection shall establish a
Regional Greenhouse Gas Registry (RGGR) for greenhouse gas
emissions and a regional reporting system in conjunction with other
states or a regional consortium.
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Not later than April 15, 2007, and annually thereafter, the owner
or operator of any facility that is required to report air emissions data
to the Department of Environmental Protection pursuant to Title V
of the federal Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C.A. § 7401 et seq., and that
has stationary emissions sources that emit greenhouse gases shall
report to the regional registry direct stack emissions of greenhouse
gases from such sources. The owner or operator shall report all
greenhouse gas emissions in a type and format that the regional reg-
istry can accommodate.
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The department of environmental protection shall consider, on an
annual basis, requiring the expansion of reporting to the regional
greenhouse gas registry to include, but not be limited to, other facili-
ties or sectors, greenhouse gases, or direct and indirect emissions. A
decision for or against an expansion of reporting and an explanation
of such decision shall be included in an annual report.
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Not later than June 30, 2007, the department of environmental
protection shall provide for the voluntary reporting of emissions of
greenhouse gas to RGGR by owners and operators of facilities that
are not required to submit information pursuant to subsections (b)
and (c) of this section but which do so on a voluntary basis. The
greenhouse gas emissions reported shall be of a type and format that
the regional greenhouse gas registry can accommodate.
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If a regional greenhouse gas registry is not developed and imple-
mented by April 15, 2008, the department of environmental protec-
tion shall evaluate the feasibility of establishing and administering a
state-wide greenhouse gas registry for the collection of emissions
data pursuant to subsections (b) and (c) of this section. If a regional
greenhouse gas registry is developed after the department of envi-
ronmental protection establishes a Commonwealth-wide greenhouse
gas registry, the reporting requirements in subsections (b) and (c) of
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132 this section shall revert to the regional greenhouse gas registry in
133 accordance with said subsections (b) and (c).
134 Not later than June 30, 2007, and triennially thereafter, the depart-
-135 ment of environmental protection shall publish a state greenhouse
136 gas emissions inventory that includes comprehensive estimates of
137 the quantity of greenhouse gas emissions in the state for the last
138 three years in which data is available.
139 The department of environmental protection may adopt regula-
-140 tions to implement the provisions of this section.
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